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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

The Flour Peddler
A Global Journey into Local Food

by Chris Hergesheimer & Josh Hergesheimer

tagged : agriculture & food

In 2008, a small-scale flour miller from British Columbia's Sunshine Coast

created a handmade bike mill to attract a dedicated farmers' market following.

Chris Hergesheimer wanted to challenge the belief that there is only one way -

the big way - to grow, process and market grain and flour. For Chris and his

family, it wasn't about profit, but connecting a community to its food

producers for better health, lower impact on the environment, and the kind of

flapjacks only fresh-milled flour can mak …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

The Flour Peddler
A Global Journey into Local Food from Canada to South Sudan

by Chris Hergesheimer & Josh Hergesheimer

tagged : agriculture & food, developing countries, adventure

In 2008, a small-scale flour miller from British Columbia’s Sunshine Coast

created a handmade bike mill to attract a dedicated farmers’ market following.

Chris Hergesheimer wanted to challenge the belief that there is only one

way—the big way—to grow, process and market grain and flour. For Chris

and his family, it wasn’t about profit, but connecting a community to its food

producers for better health, lower impact on the environment, and the kind of

flapjacks only fresh-milled flour c …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Ground-Truthing
Reimagining the Indigenous Rainforests of BC's North Coast

by Derrick Stacey Denholm

tagged : essays

Candid, poetic and forensic, Derrick Stacey Denholm's Ground-Truthing

walks the reader slowly and nimbly through the tangle of social, ecological

and economic slash piles that dominate BC's North Coast. Having lived and

worked for twenty-five years as both a forestry field worker and a

multidisciplinary artist, Denholm brings a rare perspective to how we can

work productively and participate ethically in a life that maintains respect for

the wild.  explores a diverse terrain of co …Ground-Truthing
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Ground-Truthing
Reimagining the Indigenous Rainforests of BC's North Coast

by Derrick Stacey Denholm

tagged : essays, indigenous studies, forests & rainforests

Derrick Stacey Denholm has spent twenty-five years as a forestry field

worker, planting trees, marking cutblock boundaries and timber-cruising. In 

, he combines this experience with his perspective as a poetGround-Truthing

and artist to guide us through the tangle of social, ecological and economic

slash piles that dominate BC’s North Coast. Scientists, poets, loggers,

activists, mushroom hunters–  explores this diverse terrain ofGround-Truthing

communities and cultures in its search for an a …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

PaperbackEDITION:

A World for My Daughter
An Ecologist's Search for Optimism

by Alejandro Frid

tagged : environmental conservation & protection

As an ecologist, Alejandro Frid is haunted by the irrevocable changes that

humans are forcing upon Earth-the loss of ancient forests, the demise of large

predators, shifts in the chemistry and circulation patterns of the atmosphere

and more. Feeling completely discouraged by his research on endangered

species and various forms of ecological meltdown, Alejandro accepts defeat

and simply escapes from this world without a future by retreating to Earth's

few remaining wild places. Then Twyla Bella, …
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PaperbackEDITION:

Skeena
by Sarah de Leeuw

tagged : nature, places, canadian

An elegy to and celebration of British Columbia's second-longest river, one at

the centre of contemporary conversations about resource extraction and

northern geographies,  is an assemblage of voices, stories and historiesSkeena

both about the river and from the river's perspective. As a single poetic

narrative spanning more than ninety pages, this second collection of poetry by

award-winning poet Sarah de Leeuw follows a Canadian tradition of long

poems, weaving together poetic rendering of the …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

The Shark and the Albatross
A Wildlife Filmmaker Reveals Why Nature Matters to Us All

by John Aitchison,  Carl Safinaforeword by

tagged : plants & animals, essays & travelogues

“A must for all those who enjoy insights into the natural world.”
–Alexander McCall Smith

 

The daring and thoughtfully-rendered adventures of a filmmaker who travels

to the ends of the earth to document animal lives.

 

For twenty years John Aitchison has been traveling the world to film wildlife

for a variety of international TV shows, taking him to far-away places on

every continent.  tells the story of these journeysThe Shark and the Albatross

of discovery, and Aitchison’s encounters wi …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

The Shark and the Albatross
A Wildlife Filmmaker Reveals Why Nature Matters to Us All

by John Aitchison,  Carl Safinaforeword by

tagged : plants & animals, essays & travelogues

“A must for all those who enjoy insights into the natural world.”
–Alexander McCall Smith

 

The daring and thoughtfully-rendered adventures of a filmmaker who travels

to the ends of the earth to document animal lives.

 

For twenty years John Aitchison has been traveling the world to film wildlife

for a variety of international TV shows, taking him to far-away places on

every continent.  tells the story of these journeysThe Shark and the Albatross

of discovery, and Aitchison’s encounters wi …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Terra Preta
How the World's Most Fertile Soil Can Help Reverse Climate Change and Reduce World
Hunger

by Ute Scheub; Haiko Pieplow; Hans-Peter Schmidt & Kathleen

Draper,  Tim Flannery,  Jamie McIntoshforeword by translated by

tagged : environmental conservation & protection, organic, environmental (see also
environmental science), soil science

Terra preta is the Portuguese name of a type of soil which is thought to have

almost miraculous properties. The newspapers are flooded with reports about

black gold,” scientists believe that two of the greatest problems facing the

world  climate change and the hunger crisis  can be solved by it. The beauty

of it is that everyone can do something about it because since 2005 the secret

of producing this black soil has been revealed  and it is a secret that seemed to

have been lost foreve …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Terra Preta
How the World’s Most Fertile Soil Can Help Reverse Climate Change and Reduce World
Hunger

by Ute Scheub,  Kathleen Draper; Haiko Pieplow &contributions by

Hans-Peter Schmidt,  Tim Flanneryforeword by

tagged : environmental conservation & protection, non-classifiable, organic

A thorough look at the many benefits of the ultra-fertile soil called terra preta

and instructions on how to make it.

 

Terra preta, meaning “black earth” in Portuguese, is a very dark, fertile soil

first made by the original inhabitants of the Amazon Basin at least 2,500 years

ago. According to a growing community of international scientists, this

ancient soil, sometimes referred to as biochar, could solve two of the greatest

problems facing the world: climate change and the hunger crisis. T …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

At Sea with the Marine Birds of the
Raincoast
by Caroline Fox

tagged : birds, coastal regions & shorelines, environmental conservation & protection

Winner, 2016 Lane Anderson Award for Best Canadian Science Writing

Shortlisted, Basil Stuart-Stubbs Prize for Outstanding Scholarly Book on

British Columbia.

An illustrated narrative that interweaves the shifting seasons of the Northwest

Coast with the experiences of a conservation biologist surveying thousands of

kilometres of open ocean in order to uncover the complex relationships

between humans, marine birds and the realities of contemporary biodiversity.

At Sea with the Marine Birds of the Ra …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

At Sea with the Marine Birds of the
Raincoast
by Caroline Fox

tagged : environmental conservation & protection, birds, coastal regions & shorelines

An illustrated narrative that interweaves the shifting seasons of the Northwest

Coast with the experiences of a conservation biologist surveying thousands of

kilometres of open ocean in order to uncover the complex relationships

between humans, marine birds and the realities of contemporary biodiversity.

At Sea with the Marine Birds of the Raincoast combines the natural and

human histories of Pacific Northwest marine birds with Caroline Fox’s

personal story of her life as a conservation scienti …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

The Watershed
by Annabel Soutar

tagged : canadian

How much do we value clean water? Enough to stop our industrialized way of

life from degrading it? The documentary play  follows an artistThe Watershed

and her family in the struggle to chart a sustainable course between economic

prosperity and environmental stewardship.

Largely constructed from original interviews conducted by the playwright, 

 brings to the stage a multiplicity of ideological perspectivesThe Watershed

and conflicting visions for Canada’s natural resources, and its characters s …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

eBookPaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Heart of the Raincoast
A Life Story

by Alexandra Morton & Bill Proctor

tagged : environmental conservation & protection

Billy Proctor has spent his life doing the time-honoured work of generations

of upcoast men—handlogging, fishing, clam digging, repairing boats,

beachcombing. Then Billy began to see that the coast he loved was dying

around him. The thriving runs of Pacific salmon, oolichans and herring that he

could remember from his early years were vanishing—some to near

extinction—and he understood that it was time to give something back.

Heart of the Raincoast is the story of Billy Proctor’s life, an …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Heart of the Raincoast
A Life Story

by Alexandra Morton & Bill Proctor

tagged : environmental conservation & protection, personal memoirs

Originally published in 1998, this updated edition has a brand-new cover

and interior design, with a new foreword by Alexandra Morton.

Billy Proctor was born in 1934 and has spent his entire life in a remote coastal

community called Echo Bay, BC on an island off northern Vancouver Island.

Proctor has always done the time-honoured work of generations of upcoast

men—hand-logging, fishing, clam digging, repairing boats, beachcombing.

But Billy eventually began to notice that the thriving runs of Pa …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

PaperbackEDITION:

Ootsa Lake Odyssey
George and Else Seel: A Pioneer Life on the Headwaters of the Nechako Watershed

by Jay Sherwood

tagged : adventurers & explorers

From the 1920s to 1952, George and Else Seel lived about sixty kilometres

south of Burns Lake near the small farming settlement of Wistaria on the

western shore of Ootsa Lake. Like many early twentieth century settlers who

migrated to BC's Central Interior, the Seels came in search of opportunity and

prosperity, but the harsh environment posed challenges they could not have

imagined. The community was remote and the winters were long, but

eventually, along with their fellow settlers, they learne …
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PaperbackeBookALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

The Killer Whale Who Changed the
World
by Mark Leiren-Young

tagged : marine life, animal rights

The fascinating and heartbreaking account of the first publicly exhibited
captive killer whale  a story that forever changed the way we see orcas
and sparked the movement to save them

Killer whales had always been seen as bloodthirsty sea monsters. That all

changed when a young killer whale was captured off the west coast of North

America and displayed to the public in 1964. Moby Doll  as the whale

became known  was an instant celebrity, drawing 20,000 visitors on the one

and only day he wa …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

The Killer Whale Who Changed the
World
by Mark Leiren-Young

tagged : marine life, animal rights

The fascinating and heartbreaking account of the first publicly exhibited
captive killer whale—a story that forever changed the way we see orcas
and sparked the movement to save them.

 

Killer whales had always been seen as bloodthirsty sea monsters. That all

changed when a young killer whale was captured off the west coast of North

America and displayed to the public in 1964. Moby Doll—as the whale

became known—was an instant celebrity, drawing twenty thousand visitors

on the one and only …
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AudiobookeBookHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Letters to My Grandchildren
Wisdom and Inspiration from One of the Most Important Thinkers on the Planet

by David Suzuki

tagged : environmentalists & naturalists, environmental conservation & protection,
personal memoirs

In these inspiring letters to his grandchildren, David Suzuki speaks eloquently

about their future and challenges them to be agents of change and to do

everything with commitment and passion. He also explains why sports,

fishing, feminism, and failure are important; why it is dangerous to deny our

biological nature; and why First Nations must lead a revolution. Drawing on

his own experiences and the wisdom he has gained over his long life, he

decries the lack of elders and grandparents in the li …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Reinventing Prosperity
Managing Economic Growth to Reduce Unemployment, Inequality and Climate Change

by Graeme Maxton & Jorgen Randers,  David Suzukiforeword by

tagged : environmental economics, environmental conservation & protection, developing
countries, sustainable development

A persuasive economic argument that proves we can all live better lives
in this finite world.

 

 

In , Graeme Maxton and Jorgen Randers offer a newReinventing Prosperity

approach with thirteen recommendations that should be possible to implement

around the world. This book addresses the forty-year-old growth/no-growth

debate by explaining how it is possible to reduce unemployment, poverty,

inequality, and the pace of climate change and still have economic growth—if

we want.
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HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Reinventing Prosperity
Managing Economic Growth to Reduce Unemployment, Inequality and Climate Change

by Graeme Maxton & Jorgen Randers,  David Suzukiforeword by

tagged : environmental economics, sustainable development, environmental conservation
& protection, developing countries

A persuasive economic argument that proves we can all live better lives
in this finite world.

 

 

In , Graeme Maxton and Jorgen Randers offer a newReinventing Prosperity

approach with thirteen recommendations that should be possible to implement

around the world. This book addresses the forty-year-old growth/no-growth

debate by explaining how it is possible to reduce unemployment, poverty,

inequality, and the pace of climate change and still have economic growth—if

we want.
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PaperbackeBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

A River Captured
The Columbia River Treaty and Catastrophic Change

by Eileen Delehanty Pearkes

tagged : environmental conservation & protection, rivers, environmental policy

A River Captured explores the controversial history of the Columbia River

Treaty and its impact on the ecosystems, indigenous peoples, contemporary

culture, provincial politics and recent history of southeastern British

Columbia and the Pacific Northwest.

 

Long lauded as a model of international cooperation, the Columbia River

Treaty governs the storage and management of the waters of the upper

Columbia River basin, a region rich in water resources, with a natural

geography well suited to hydroel …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

A River Captured
The Columbia River Treaty and Catastrophic Change - Revised and Updated

by Eileen Delehanty Pearkes

tagged : environmental conservation & protection, rivers, natural resources

 explores the controversial history of the ColumbiaA River Captured

River Treaty and its impact on the ecosystems, Indigenous peoples,
contemporary culture, cross-border politics and recent history of the
Pacific Northwest.

 

Long lauded as a model of international co-operation, the Columbia River

Treaty governs the storage and management of the waters of the upper

Columbia River basin, a region rich in water resources and with a natural

geography well suited to hydroelectric megaprojects. The Tre …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackEDITION:

Once in Blockadia
by Stephen Collis

tagged : canadian

In this collection of long and serial poems, Stephen Collis returns to the

commons, and to his ongoing argument with romantic poet William

Wordsworth, to rethink the relationship between human beings and the

natural world in the Anthropocene. Collis circumambulates Tar Sands tailings

ponds and English lakes—and stands in the path of pipelines, where on

Burnaby Mountain in 2014 he was sued for $5.6 million dollars by energy

giant Kinder Morgan, whose lawyers glossed Collis’s writing in court …
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HardcoverEDITION:

Alison's Fishing Birds
by Roderick Haig-Brown,  Sheryl McDougaldillustrated by

tagged :

Beautifully illustrated children's story about Canadian wildlife by famed

Canadian conservationist and Governor General Award-winning author,

Roderick Haig-Brown. First published as a limited edition in 1980 by

Colophon Books by BC's acclaimed author and, ALISON'S FISHING BIRDS 

conservationist Roderick Haig-Brown is the story of a young girl's encounter

with some of BC's most intriguing river birds. Alison's favourite bird, the

Dipper, lives along the river by her house. She spends many hours wa …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

How Deep is the Lake
A Century at Chilliwack Lake

by Shelley O'Callaghan

tagged : personal memoirs

Curious about the previous inhabitants of the lake where her family has spent

the summer for over one hundred years, author Shelley O'Callaghan starts

researching and writing about the area. But what begins as a personal journey

of one woman's relationship to the land and her desire to uncover the history

of her family's remote cabin turns into an exploration and questioning of our

rights as settlers upon a land that was inhabited long before we came. In her

research, O'Callaghan uncovers a hist …
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PaperbackEDITION:

100 Easy-to-Grow Native Plants for
Canadian Gardens
by Lorraine Johnson,  Andrew Leyerleby (photographer)

tagged : canada, reference, historical

The key to a carefree garden is to know which plants will thrive under local

conditions and which ones are better left at the nursery. With watering

restrictions becoming increasingly common, and rising concerns about exotic

invasive species, gardeners have to be savvy about plant selection, making

native plants both a practical and ecological choice.

Lorraine Johnson's  is100 Easy-to-Grow Native Plants for Canadian Gardens

the ultimate source for achieving a lush and stunning garden with ease. W …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Just Cool It!
The Climate Crisis and What We Can Do - A Post-Paris Agreement Game Plan

by David Suzuki & Ian Hanington

tagged : environmental science, environmental conservation & protection

Climate change is the most important crisis humanity has faced, but we still

confront huge barriers to resolving it. So, what do we do, and is there hope for

humanity? The problem itself is complex, and there’s no single solution. But

by understanding the barriers to resolving global warming and by employing

a wide range of solutionsfrom shifting to clean energy to planting trees to

reforming agricultural practiceswe can get the world back on track.

Just Cool It is David Suzuki at his most …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Pacific Reef and Shore
A Photo Guide to Northwest Marine Life

by Rick M. Harbo

tagged : marine life

Still compact and the perfect size for travelling, hasPacific Reef & Shore 

been updated with new species, up-to-date scientific information and many

brilliant photographs of the more than 300 common plants and animals found

in the intertidal zone off the coast of North America—from the Aleutian

Islands, Alaska, to Point Conception, California. Each entry includes a

description summary with information on size and habitat, and a photo for

species verification, giving readers an overview of loc …
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PaperbackEDITION:

Some Useful Wild Plants
A Foraging Guide to Food and Medicine From Nature

by Dan Jason

tagged : reference, environmental conservation & protection

With over forty years since its original printing, and over 30,000 copies sold,

this bestselling guide still remains a trusted and much-consulted reference for

those interested in identifying, foraging and growing wild plants for food and

medicine. Now is back in print for a new generationSome Useful Wild Plants 

of foragers and herbalists.

 

Some Useful Wild Plants contains sections on useful herbs, trees, berries and

seaweeds, as well as commentary on avoiding poisonous species. Pick the

young t …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Birding for Kids
A Guide to Finding, Identifying, and Photographing Birds in Your Area

by Damon Calderwood & Donald E. Waite

tagged : birds, environmental conservation & protection

An interactive full-colour field guide that teaches kids the fun, safe, and

educational way to observe birds in their natural habitat.

Join expert bird photographers Damon Calderwood and Donald E. Waite, and

their young friends, as they highlight all the basics on birding. Birding for

 is filled with full-colour photos, fascinating facts, and fun projects thatKids

allow children to get up close and personal with nature while respecting the

habitats of birds in the wild. The book includes guidelin …
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PaperbackEDITION:

Camping British Columbia, the Rockies,
and Yukon
The Complete Guide to Government Park Campgrounds, Expanded Eighth Edition

by Jayne Seagrave

tagged : western provinces, camping, territories & nunavut

BC’s bestselling camping guidebook—now expanded to include the national

parks of the Canadian Rockies in honour of the 150th anniversary of

Canadian Confederation.

 

In this fully revised, expanded, and updated edition of her bestselling camping

guide, Jayne Seagrave lays the groundwork for anyone planning to get out of

the city and explore the best that nature has to offer. Whether you’re camping

with kids, travelling in an RV, or looking for a comfort upgrade, Camping

British Columbia, the …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Ranch Tales
Stories from the Frontier

by Ken Mather,  Rob Dinwoodieillustrated by

tagged : post-confederation (1867-), historical

An entertaining, fast-paced look at early ranching in British Columbia.

Frontier historian Ken Mather is known for his fascinating, in-depth profiles

of the men and women who established a distinctive ranching culture in

Western Canada over a hundred years ago. Now, in this concise collection of

stories—based on Mather’s column in the —readers willVernon Morning Star

meet even more colourful characters, gain insightful tidbits on cowboy

culture, and read about little-known cattle drives tha …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Let's Eat
Sustainable Food for a Hungry Planet

by Kimberley Veness

tagged : agriculture, environmental science & ecosystems, cooking & food

All the food you eat, whether it's an apple or a steak or a
chocolate-coated cricket, has a story.

Let's Eat uncovers the secret lives of our groceries, exploring alternative—and

sometimes bizarre—farm technology and touring gardens up high on

corporate rooftops and down low in military-style bunkers beneath city

streets. Packed with interesting and sometimes startling facts on agriculture

around the world,  reveals everything from the size of the biggestLet's Eat

farm in the world to how man …
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eBookHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Sea Otter Pup
by Victoria Miles,  Elizabeth Gattillustrated by

tagged : marine life, baby animals

Follow along as Pup learns how to eat spiky sea urchins, somersault
beneath the waves and groom himself.

He still needs lots of help from Mother, but one day Pup will be old enough to

dive down below the waves and search for food on his own. Accompanied by

beautiful illustrations and set in the North Pacific, this heartwarming tale is

perfect for little ones who still have lots to learn themselves.
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Sea Otter Pup
by Victoria Miles,  Elizabeth Gattillustrated by

tagged : baby animals, marine life

Follow along as Pup learns how to eat spiky sea urchins, somersault
beneath the waves and groom himself.

He still needs lots of help from Mother, but one day Pup will be old enough to

dive down below the waves and search for food on his own. Accompanied by

beautiful illustrations and set in the North Pacific, this heartwarming tale is

perfect for little ones who still have lots to learn themselves.
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HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Sea Otter Pup
by Victoria Miles,  Elizabeth Gattillustrated by

tagged : marine life, baby animals

Follow along as Pup learns how to eat spiky sea urchins, somersault
beneath the waves and groom himself.

He still needs lots of help from Mother, but one day Pup will be old enough to

dive down below the waves and search for food on his own. Accompanied by

beautiful illustrations and set in the North Pacific, this heartwarming tale is

perfect for little ones who still have lots to learn themselves.
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PaperbackAudiobookeBookALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Wolf Island
photographs by Ian McAllister,  Nicholas Readby

tagged : wolves & coyotes, environmental science & ecosystems

"The story is really told by the big, bright pictures—which glow with the
rhythms and beauties of this remote habitat...Enthralling fare for
budding naturalists." —Kirkus Reviews

The Great Bear Rainforest is a majestic place full of tall trees, huge bears and

endless schools of salmon. Award-winning photographer and author Ian

McAllister's luminous photographs illustrate the story of a lone wolf who

swims to one of the small islands that dot the rainforest's coast. The island

provides him wit …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Ecology of Salmonids in Estuaries
around the World
Adaptations, Habitats, and Conservation

by Colin D. Levings

tagged : fish, environmental conservation & protection, ecology

Biologists have long marvelled at how anadromous salmonids – fish that pass

from rivers into oceans and back – survive as they migrate between these two

very different environments. Yet, relatively little is understood about what

happens to salmonids in the estuaries where they make this transition from

fresh to salt water. This book distills the current knowledge of how eighteen

salmonid species around the world (including salmon, steelhead, char, and

trout) are adapted to estuaries. It dis …
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HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Ecology of Salmonids in Estuaries
around the World
Adaptations, Habitats, and Conservation

by Colin D. Levings

tagged : fish, ecology, environmental conservation & protection

Biologists have long marvelled at how anadromous salmonids – fish that pass

from rivers into oceans and back – survive as they migrate between these two

very different environments. Yet, relatively little is understood about what

happens to salmonids in the estuaries where they make this transition from

fresh to salt water. This book distills the current knowledge of how eighteen

salmonid species around the world (including salmon, steelhead, char, and

trout) are adapted to estuaries. It dis …
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PaperbackHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Resource Communities in a Globalizing
Region
Development, Agency, and Contestation in Northern British Columbia

edited by Paul Bowles & Gary N. Wilson

tagged : economic conditions, regional studies

Northern British Columbia has always played an important role in Canada’s

economy, but for many Canadians it has existed as an almost forgotten place:

a vast territory where only a few roads and a ferry system connected small

cities, towns, and villages to the outside world. Now as the appetite for natural

resources intensifies, this resource-rich and geographically important region is

being pulled onto national and global economic stages. This timely volume

examines the connections between lo …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Resource Communities in a Globalizing
Region
Development, Agency, and Contestation in Northern British Columbia

edited by Paul Bowles & Gary N. Wilson

tagged : economic conditions, regional studies

Northern British Columbia has always played an important role in Canada’s

economy, but for many Canadians it has existed as an almost forgotten place:

a vast territory where only a few roads and a ferry system connected small

cities, towns, and villages to the outside world. Now as the appetite for natural

resources intensifies, this resource-rich and geographically important region is

being pulled onto national and global economic stages. This timely volume

examines the connections between lo …
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HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Resource Communities in a Globalizing
Region
Development, Agency, and Contestation in Northern British Columbia

edited by Paul Bowles & Gary N. Wilson

tagged : economic conditions, regional studies

Northern British Columbia has always played an important role in Canada’s

economy, but for many Canadians it has existed as an almost forgotten place:

a vast territory where only a few roads and a ferry system connected small

cities, towns, and villages to the outside world. Now as the appetite for natural

resources intensifies, this resource-rich and geographically important region is

being pulled onto national and global economic stages. This timely volume

examines the connections between lo …
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PaperbackHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Unbuilt Environments
Tracing Postwar Development in Northwest British Columbia

by Jonathan Peyton

tagged : environmental science, regional studies

In the latter half of the twentieth century, industrial pioneers came to British

Columbia with grand plans for resource development projects, many of which

never materialized.  argues that these kinds of projectsUnbuilt Environments

have lasting impacts on the natural and human environment – even when they

fail. Jonathan Peyton examines a range of archival materials in five case

studies. Looking at a closed asbestos mine, an abandoned rail grade, an

imagined series of hydroelectric installatio …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Unbuilt Environments
Tracing Postwar Development in Northwest British Columbia

by Jonathan Peyton

tagged : environmental science, regional studies

In the latter half of the twentieth century, industrial pioneers came to British

Columbia with grand plans for resource development projects, many of which

never materialized.  argues that these kinds of projectsUnbuilt Environments

have lasting impacts on the natural and human environment – even when they

fail. Jonathan Peyton examines a range of archival materials in five case

studies. Looking at a closed asbestos mine, an abandoned rail grade, an

imagined series of hydroelectric installatio …
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PaperbackEDITION:

Slash
by Jeannette Armstrong

tagged : canada, aboriginal & indigenous

Slash is Jeannette Armstrong's first novel. It poignantly traces the struggles,

pain and alienation of a young Okanagan man who searches for truth and

meaning in his life. Recognized as an important work of literature,  isSlash

used in high schools, colleges and universities.
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PaperbackEDITION:

River of Salmon Peoples
by Jeannette Armstrong & Gerry William

tagged : fish, native american

An expression of the people, culture, ceremony and songs along the Fraser,

 captures what the Fraser River, and its most valuableRiver of Salmon Peoples

resource, the salmon, means to First Nations communities along its basin. The

result of nine community engagements, extensive research over two years,

and illuminating photographs and artwork, this book includes the oral

narratives of each community along the river. While capturing timeless

Indigenous stories and legends about the salmon and the …
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HardcoverEDITION:

Our Vanishing Glaciers
The Snows of Yesteryear and the Future Climate of the Mountain West

by Robert William Sandford

tagged : mountains, environmental conservation & protection, western provinces

Winner, 2017 Lane Anderson Award for Best Canadian Science Writing

This remarkable and beautifully illustrated book chronicles the history of

Canada’s western mountain glaciers through stunning photography, personal

reflection and the most recent scientific research.

Written by one of the most respected experts in water and water-associated

climate science and featuring stunning photography collected over the past

four decades,  explains and illustrates why water isOur Vanishing Glaciers

such a …
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HardcoverEDITION:

Explore the Wild Coast with Sam and
Crystal
by Gloria Snively,  Karen Gillmoreillustrated by

tagged : environment, marine life, imagination & play

A beautifully illustrated story that teaches children about marine biology

and the coastal environment of BC and the Pacific Northwest.

Sam and Crystal travel with their Aunt Kate and Uncle Charlie to a remote

location on the Northwest Pacific Coast. Along the way, they see white-sided

dolphins, killer whales, tufted puffins, bald eagles, harbour seals, sea lions,

sea otters, crabs, sea stars, and much more. Through the character of Aunt

Kate, a retired marine biologist, the children explore basi …
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Beckoned by the Sea
Women at Work on the Cascadia Coast

by Sylvia Taylor,  Renée Saklikarforeword by

tagged : women's studies, oceans & seas, women in business

A rich and diverse tapestry weaving together the many voices, narratives,

skills, and talents of women up and down the coastal Pacific Northwest who

devote their lives and careers to the sea.

 

Beckoned by the Sea celebrates coastal women from northern BC to northern

California who work on or with the sea. The twenty-four women featured in

this inspiring and fascinating book represent a variety of industries—from

conservation, commercial fishing, and marine biology to safety and rescue,

tourism, …
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